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I INTRODUCTION

The *Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005* (Cth) (*WorkChoices*) together with the *Employment and Workplace Relations Amendment (Welfare to Work) and Other Measures Act 2005* (Cth) (*Welfare to Work*) have wrought unprecedented changes to Australia’s workplace relations and welfare system with complex and dense legislation. This paper considers the two pieces of legislation highlighting the more significant aspects and then focuses on the casualisation of labour and some of the areas in which this impacts on women and families such as unsocial hours, superannuation savings for women and uncertain income:

> The main object of labour law has always been, and I venture to say will always be, to be a countervailing force to counteract the inequality of bargaining power which is inherent and must be inherent in the employment relationship.¹

The five day Senate inquiry in November 2005 into the 678 pages of complex *WorkChoices* legislation did not consider the interplay between this legislation and the *Welfare to Work* legislation that led to fundamental changes to Australia’s system of industrial relations and welfare.

This paper considers firstly changes under the *Welfare to Work* legislation, and then important aspects of the *WorkChoices* legislation, and how they work together to impact on women in the specific area of casualisation of the workforce. Casual work in the changed social security environment impacts on childcare, superannuation savings and family-life balance. These issues are considered together with comparative assessments from other Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries.

II WELFARE TO WORK

A Employment and Workplace Relations Amendment (Welfare to Work) and Other Measures Act 2005 (Cth)

This legislation has made significant changes in income support arrangements in particular for sole parents, mature aged workers and people who receive a Disability Support pension. The changes are stated by Government to encourage these groups back into the workforce and away from welfare dependency by removing them from pensions to benefits. The Government advocates that the best way to help parents and children is to help the parents find a job. This denies the individuals ability to make the assessment for themselves and raises the question is any job better than no job?

From 1 July 2006 the Parenting Payment for new claimants will be restricted to persons whose youngest child is less than six years of age.2 Sole parents whose youngest child is over six years of age (eg school age) will be required to look for at least 15 hours of work a week although they will be allowed to remain on the Parenting Payment (PPS) until their youngest child turns eight years of age.3 When their youngest child turns eight years they will be placed on the Newstart Allowance (NA). This allowance imposes an activity test that requires the receiver to seek work (making ten job applications a fortnight) and accept between 15 to 25 hours of work a week.4 The recipient is required to accept a job offer, refusal leading to a penalty. A further penalty is the inability to be placed on NA if a person leaves their employment voluntarily.5 Parents already on the Parenting Payment as at 1 July 2006 are required to seek part-time employment of at least 15 hours a week but they will continue to receive the Parenting Payment until their youngest child reaches the age of 16 years.6

---

2 Social Security Act 1991 (Cth) s 605.
3 Ibid.
4 Above n 2, s 607.
5 Employment and Workplace Relations Amendment (Welfare to Work) and Other Measures Act 2005 (Cth) sch 4, item 8 penalties for compliance failures for PPS; Ibid sch 7, item 73 Penalties for compliance failures NA. A NA is not payable for a period of 8 weeks for repeat or serious breaches of a Newstart Activity Agreement.; For further penalties see above n 2, s 500ZE PP, 629 NA.
6 Above n 2, s 500F.
Legislative definitions are given of unsuitable work. This encompasses jobs where there is no suitable childcare or appropriate schooling, or the costs of outside school hour’s care render the job financially unviable. Parents also do not have to accept jobs that require travelling in one direction for more than 60 minutes or where the cost of travel makes the job financially unviable or costs more than 10 per cent of the gross wage.\(^7\)

The Act exempts certain categories of persons from the participation requirements where recent domestic violence has occurred, they care for a disabled child, they are a foster carer, home educator or distant educator or fall into a prescribed category, and the latter is likely to include principal careers of large families.\(^8\)

A person receiving a Parenting Payment is currently entitled to an education supplement amounting to A$62.40 a fortnight. Newstart recipients on the other hand are required to look for work at the same time as they engage in education, if they so choose. For a supporting parent this will leave little time for family and leisure.

Various concessions are made to sole parents such as access to the Pharmaceutical Allowance, Pensioner Concession Card and Employment Entry Payment with easing of the income test from 70 per cent to 60 per cent and the increasing of the threshold from A$142 per fortnight to A$250 per fortnight. Government estimates are that by 2008-09: 95 100 sole parents and 26 100 partnered parents will be affected, and around 4 800 will receive no payment.\(^9\) This policy change seems far from family friendly and tends to contradict the Governments desire to have mothers stay out of the workforce and look after children.

This later policy is engineered through the Governments changes to the Family Tax Benefit (A) and (B). Second earners in a family, often the woman, are put at a disadvantage by paying tax and losing their FTB (B) if they earn over the threshold.

\(^7\) Above n 5, sch 4, item 7 PP; sch 7, item 41NA.
\(^8\) Above n 2, ss 602B - 602C.
Thus the FTB (B) acts as a disincentive to work when in a double income family. The potential loss of childcare entitlements, as well as FTB (A) and Parenting Payments if a partner’s income is high are also a disincentive to work, and usually this applies to the woman.\textsuperscript{10} It is clear this policy aims to have one parent, invariably the women, being the non-wage earning carer as parents on high incomes cannot choose to share the care and work equally. This is due to the fact FTB (B) aims to compensate single income families having access to only one tax-free threshold.\textsuperscript{11}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Summary of the Newstart Allowance and Parenting Payment Single Payments for Sole Parents with One Child, 2006-07\textsuperscript{a}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parenting Payment Single (PPS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment rate for those with one child</td>
<td>$657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of income that can be earned before payment is reduced</td>
<td>$76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal rate for each $ of private income above this threshold</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second income test threshold</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal rate for each $ of private income above this threshold</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income support cuts out when private income reaches this point (cut-out point)</td>
<td>$718 \textsuperscript{c}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} These are the estimated averaged payment rates and thresholds that will apply in 2006-07. The actual payment rates vary at various points throughout the financial year, in line with Indexation arrangements. All figures rounded to nearest whole dollar.

\textsuperscript{b} This includes $2.90 a week of Pharmaceutical Allowance, which the government has said will also now be paid to Newstart Allowees who are sole parents.

\textsuperscript{c} This includes the effect of the $2.90 a week of Pharmaceutical Allowance.


The ideologically based reforms of Government intrude into the private sphere of the family and often result in imbalance and inequity, favouring particular parties. The fact is that women now form a substantial part of our workforce and have entered into

\textsuperscript{10} Peter McDonald, ‘Reforming Family Support Policy in Australia’ (2003) 11(2) \textit{People and Place} 1, 6

\textsuperscript{11} Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission (HREOC), Sex Discrimination Unit, \textit{Striking the Balance: Women, men, work and family} (2005), 107.
tertiary education\textsuperscript{12} and decision making roles more than ever before with a corresponding positive impact on the growth of our economy. However, children, the aged and disabled remain to be cared for and in order to benefit all of society more help from the government and corporate employers is required to achieve this. One possibility would be for employers to offer childcare facilities to support the unsocial and longer work hours they require of their employees. The \textit{Welfare to Work} reforms set up policy changes which will have people looking for any sort of job, subject to the few exemptions, while still having considerable family and carer commitments. The question arises with these, often vulnerable people, being required to participate in the workforce, what sort of world has been established by the \textit{WorkChoices} legislation for them to engage with.

\section*{III Significant Changes Under the WorkChoices Legislation}

\textbf{A Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005 (Cth)}

Changes made by \textit{WorkChoices, and validated by the High Court on 14 November, 2006}, are said to be designed to encourage high employment, improved living standards, low inflation and international competitiveness through higher productivity and a more flexible labour market. The Howard Government claims the changes will lead to a simplified national system of workplace relations, while providing a safety net for workers. At the heart of the changes are the encouragement given to individual employer and employee bargaining, and the further decentralisation of employee relations decision-making.\textsuperscript{13}

\textsuperscript{12} Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) \textit{Measures of Australia's Progress}, 1370.0 (2004). In 2003, the proportion of women aged 25-34 years with a higher education qualification exceeded that of men (28 per cent and 23 per cent respectively), whereas a decade earlier the proportions for men and women aged 25-34 were both about 13 per cent.

\textsuperscript{13} \textit{Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Act 2005 (Cth)} s 3 of the Act sets out the main objects. They include also ensuring compliance with minimum standards, industrial instruments and bargaining processes by providing effective means for the investigation and enforcement of employee entitlements, and the rights and obligations of employers, employees and their organisations, ensuring awards provide minimum safety net entitlements for award-reliant employees consistent with Australian Fair Pay Commission decisions and which avoid creating disincentives to bargain at the workplace level, supporting harmonious and productive workplace relations, balancing the right to take industrial action for the purposes of collective bargaining at the workplace level with the need to protect the public interest, ensuring freedom of association, protecting the competitive position of young people in the labour market, assisting employees to balance their work and family responsibilities, preventing and eliminating discrimination in the workplace, and assisting in giving effect to Australia’s international obligations regarding labour standards.
The Act defines an employee in s 4 AB as someone employed by an ‘employer’. This definition clearly relies largely on the corporation’s power.\(^{14}\) An employer includes a business entity that is a constitutional corporation. This will cover the vast majority of workers, since according to the Federal Government’s estimates in 2000; corporations employ at least 85 per cent of non-farm labour in Australia.\(^ {15}\)

Clearly the intention is to override most of the existing State industrial relations jurisdiction. This is evidenced in s 7C of the amending Act which states that the law excludes State or Territory industrial law, State laws regarding employment generally, that deal with all leave (excluding long service leave), that provide for a court or tribunal to deal with remuneration, that provide for the variation of an employment agreement on the grounds of fairness, and laws governing rights of entry to the workplace to unions (excluding entry on the ground of occupational health and safety). In effect, State laws dealing with any of the above matters will no longer apply.

However, State laws relating to other work-related matters, including discrimination, superannuation, workers’ compensation, occupational health and safety, child labour laws, long service leave, public holiday (observance, not pay rates), method and frequency of payment of wages or salaries, deductions from wages and salaries, apprenticeship matters (not pay rates), industrial action, and jury service can continue to apply. Notably, state laws (including state awards) will no longer be able to include provisions about pay rates. Generally, an award of workplace agreement prevails over a valid State law in the event of inconsistency.\(^ {16}\) This has implications for women when we consider that many of the advances for women in the workplace in recent times have occurred at the State level.

\(^{14}\) *Australian Constitution* s 51(xx).


\(^{16}\) Above n 13, s 7D, subject to exceptions dealing with occupational health and safety, workers’ compensation, apprenticeships, or other prescribed matters.
The Act establishes the Australian Fair Pay Commission (AFPC), which will take over many of the previous functions of the Australian Industrial Relations Commission (AIRC). In particular, the AFPC is responsible for the setting of minimum wage levels in Australia.\(^{17}\)

The legislation provides some safety net of wage entitlements through the Australian Fair Pay and Conditions Standard (AFPCS). These are guaranteed minimum entitlements, and any workplace agreement that provides for lesser entitlements for employees will be invalid.\(^{18}\) The AFPCS applies to five conditions of employment: (1) basic rates of pay and casual loadings,\(^{19}\) (2) maximum ordinary hours of work,\(^{20}\) (3) annual leave,\(^{21}\) (4) personal leave,\(^{22}\) (5) parental leave.\(^{23}\)

The Act encourages the making of an individual employment agreement between an employer and employee, called an Australian Workplace Agreement (AWA).\(^{24}\) The preference to individualisation, namely contracts negotiated on an individual basis between corporate employers and individual employees are likely to lead to the degrading of employment positions. Women on awards earn 83 per cent of male earnings while those on AWA’s earn 60 per cent of the mean earnings of men on AWAs.\(^{25}\) Collective agreements may be made between employees collectively (with

---

\(^{17}\) Above n 13, s 71.

\(^{18}\) Ibid s 89A(2).

\(^{19}\) Called the Australian Pay and Classification Scales (APCs).

\(^{20}\) Above n 13, s 91C(3), stated as 38, plus ‘reasonable additional hours’. The average number of weekly hours can be averaged over a 12 month period.

\(^{21}\) Ibid s 92E, generally four weeks, with ability for the employee to ‘cash out’ up to half of this.

\(^{22}\) Ibid s 93E.

\(^{23}\) Ibid s 89(2), of course, this protection is substantially below that recently ordered by the AIRC in the Family Provisions Test Case, which included up to 24 months’ unpaid parental leave after the birth of a child, the right for employees to request part-time work on their return to work from leave, and a new right for casuals to take some family leave, and of course does not offer paid parental leave, a standard in many other Western countries. See, eg, the new United Kingdom arrangements found in the Employment Act 2002 (UK) which provides for paid parental leave (as does New Zealand) and Work and Families Act 2005 (UK) which introduces initiatives such as keep in touch days for workers on parental leave.

\(^{24}\) Ibid s 96; Ibid, s 98, employees must be given appropriate information about the agreement before being asked to sign it.

\(^{25}\) ABS, Employee Earnings and Hours, 6306.0 May (2004).
or without union involvement) and an employer. However, collective agreements will be overtaken by individual agreements over time. This move against collective bargaining goes against International Labour Organisation (ILO) principles which favour the collective right to bargain and is even harsher than the USA requirements which permit collective bargaining where more than 50 per cent of workers desire unionisation.

The Act provides for an expedited ‘approval process’ for an AWA – an agreement must be signed and dated by both parties, and the signatures must be witnessed. The agreement is then lodged with the Employment Advocate but, unlike the previous system, there is no vetting of agreements. In the past, an AWA has had to be approved by the Employment Advocate, who would make sure the agreement passed the ‘No Disadvantage’ test. In other words, in the past the Employment Advocate would check to make sure that the agreement did not, on balance, make the worker worse off than the worker would have been under the relevant award. The No Disadvantage test does not appear in the new regime, and the Employment Advocate will no longer be able to reject an agreement. Mandatory and prohibited content of an AWA is prescribed.

The amendments make it a serious offence, punishable by a maximum of 60 penalty units, to engage in or organise, or threaten to engage in or organise, any industrial action, take or threaten to take other action, or refrain or threaten to refrain from taking any action, intending to coerce another person to agree, or not to agree, to make, approve, lodge, vary or terminate a collective agreement. Similar provisions apply to AWAs.

The amendments recognise some existing rules regarding industrial action, but also make some changes. Industrial action is defined broadly in s 106A to include refusal

26 Above n 13, ss 96A, 96B.
27 Ibid 98C, a parent or guardian will be involved if the employee is under 18.
28 Ibid ss 101, 101A-C.
29 Ibid s 101D-F.
30 Ibid s 104.
to attend for work, refusal to work, bans or limits on work, or performing work in a manner different from how that work is usually conducted, with the effect of delaying performance of the work. It includes an employer locking employees out.\footnote{Subject to exceptions involving reasonable concerns about health and safety.} Industrial action may either be ‘protected’ action or ‘unprotected’ action. It is beneficial that industrial action be protected because during this time, no action may be brought against those involved in such action (apart from personal injury, or theft or destruction of property),\footnote{Above n 13, s 108L.} and an employer cannot dismiss an employee for engaging in protected action.\footnote{Ibid s 108M.}

In order to make action ‘protected’, it must occur during a bargaining period.\footnote{This period is initiated by one party giving the other written notice to the other, and the Commission, stating their wish to make a collective agreement with the other.} The bargaining period commences seven days after such notice is given.\footnote{Above n 13, s 107C.} It must be after the expiry of the existing agreement. The bargaining period ends once an agreement has been reached, when one party tells the other they no longer wish to make a collective agreement, or if the period is terminated.\footnote{Ibid s 107E.} The Commission can terminate a bargaining period on various grounds, including that it is satisfied either party is not genuinely trying to reach an agreement, that the industrial action is endangering life, that the action is adversely affecting the parties to the dispute and third parties.\footnote{Ibid ss 107G, 107J.} The new laws also give the Minister power to terminate a bargaining period.\footnote{Ibid s 112, allows this to occur if the Minister is satisfied industrial action is being taken, or is threatened or probable, and such action is or would adversely affect the negotiating parties, provided the action would endanger the life or safety of Australians or damage the Australian economy.} If workers continue to engage in industrial action after such a declaration, they are then engaged in unprotected industrial action, and can be sued and/or dismissed as a result.

Part VI provides for awards, focusing on their simplification and rationalisation. The amendments seek to reduce the number of awards, which currently total more than
4000 (Federal and State). Awards will be restricted in their content to 13 matters, a reduction from the current 20. Some topics are specifically excluded from awards. These changes will allow a further increase in the number of employees employed on part-time and casual arrangements. Australia already has one of the highest percentages of casualised workforces in the world. During the Howard Government Australia has seen casual positions compared to permanent reach a one in three ratio. This means 2.3 million workers have no entitlements to holidays or sick leave, and cannot access unfair dismissal laws. One of the incentives for casual workers, trading lack of security and entitlements is the increased pay loading. Under WorkChoices this increase will be 20 per cent and subject to change by the Fair Pay Commission.

An employer has the right under the new laws to request an employee to work on a particular public holiday. The employee will no longer be guaranteed penalty rates for so doing, but these may be negotiated. The Act (as amended by the Senate) allows the employee to refuse the request, and take the day off, if they have reasonable grounds for so doing.

Small businesses, defined as those with fewer than 15 employees, are excluded from the need to pay redundancy pay. Further, the Act limits the application of unfair

---

39 Above n 13, s 116, including ordinary hours of work (including rest breaks), incentive-based payments and bonuses, annual leave loadings, ceremonial leave, public holidays, allowances for employment-related expenses, further skill requirements or site conditions, overtime or shift loadings, penalty rates, redundancy pay, stand-down provisions, dispute resolution procedures, types of employment, and conditions of outworkers.

40 Above n 13, s 116B, including union rights to be involved in dispute resolution procedures, the number or proportion of employees that an employer may employ in a particular type of employment (eg casual), prohibitions on an employer employing workers in a particular type of employment (eg casual), maximum or minimum hours of work for regular part-time employees, restrictions on the engagement of independent contractors, and restrictions on the engagement of labour hire workers.

41 ABS, Year Book Australia Cat. No.1301.0 (2006).

42 Above n 13, s 90I (1).

43 Ibid s 170AE; Ibid s 170AI, the employer cannot prejudice the employee for so doing. In terms of transitional provisions, the Act lays down special rules for workers who were, at the time the amendments were passed, subject to an individual State employment agreement or a collective State employment agreement. These workers are able to take advantage of any State law conferring rights regarding annual leave, leave loadings, parental or carer’s leave, termination notice, redundancy pay, overtime or shift loadings, penalty rates, or rest breaks for either the duration of the agreement, a maximum of three years after the agreement was made, when the agreement is terminated or when a new one is negotiated, whichever is earliest (sch 15). Similar rules apply to those on State awards.

44 Above n 13, pt VIAAA.
dismissal rules, by restricting them only to employers of more than 100 staff. The maximum acceptable probationary period, during which time the unfair dismissal rules do not apply, has been increased from three to six months. Of course, unfair dismissal laws do not apply to casuals, a category of employment of particular relevance to women and to which we now turn.

IV CASUALISATION OF LABOUR

A casual employee is employed on a daily arrangement working varying hours with no guarantee of continuing employment and none of the entitlements regarding leave and other conditions that a permanent employee will attract.45 The move to casualisation of the work force is believed to advantage business by providing greater flexibility. However OECD countries are moving away from such arrangements finding that both business and workers requirements can be satisfied by working together rather than in opposition.46

Next to Spain, Australia is alone amongst OECD countries in having the highest level of casual employment.47 In 2003 the figure reached almost two million workers or 26 per cent.48 The result of the legislative reforms, to remove restrictions in awards on the right of an employer to employ casuals, is expected to see a further increase in the

---

45 The AIRC has made determinations that employees status as casuals may in fact be regular on-going employment and is dependent on the nature of the employment. In Y.S.B.Cetin re Y.S.B.Cetin v Ripn Pty Ltd t/a Parkview Hotel, AIRC, 25 September 2003, the AIRC stated: … ‘informality, uncertainty and irregularity of an engagement supports a conclusion that the employment has the characteristic of being casual. Conversely regular and systematic engagements with a reasonable expectation of employment are usually not characteristic of casual employment.’


48 ABS, Australian Social Trends, Cat No 41020.0 (2005).
number of casual employees. This has particular implications for women, given that ‘participation in casual employment is weighted to women’.

The majority of casual employees happen to be women with 81.1 per cent in part-time casual positions in 2004. This may be considered the only way for women to gain a work-life balance, when presented with little alternative choice: it is noted that 34.3 per cent of women working casually have dependent children.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Casual Employees</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full time</td>
<td>53.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part Time</td>
<td>46.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


A casual workforce is acceptable where irregular fluctuations in labour demand exist and only short-term labour is required. However, the reality is that positions that do not really qualify as casual positions have nevertheless become labelled as such. It has been demonstrated by the HILDA survey that many people employed as casu als, up to 84 per cent, have been in that position for long periods of time and in terms of wage opportunities casuals have been worse off. Pocock, Prosser and Bridge in an important study of casual employees in Australia note that ‘65 per cent - have a negative or very negative view of their casual terms’. Casual employment benefits

---


51 ABS, Forms of Employment, Cat No.6359.0, 9-10 (2001).


53 Barbara Pocock, Rosslyn Prosser and Ken Bridge, Only a Casual... How casual work affects employees Households and Communities in Australia (2004) 44.
employers by placing less restrictive requirements on them in regard to their obligations to employees.

Campbell and Brosnan\textsuperscript{54} see the general effect of deregulation as increasing casual employment given three factors:

1. It widens the gap in protection as a result of exemptions and special provisions (NB the new laws specifically exclude casual workers from unfair dismissal protection);
2. It lessens the likelihood of compliance with regulatory conditions, due to its effect of limiting enforcement and limiting the legitimacy of compliance; and
3. It expands the poorly regulated and unregulated sectors outside of award coverage.

Surveys have also pointed to the lack of control or influence that casual workers can feel towards their employment\textsuperscript{,}\textsuperscript{55} or lack of job security.\textsuperscript{56} Casual employment may mask a problem of underemployment.\textsuperscript{57} While it has been called flexible the reality is that casual work does not provide choice or flexibility for the worker. Women in casual employment are faced with

- unpredictable, unsociable and long hours
- barriers to individual bargaining
- uncertainty in relation to childcare arrangements
- uncertain income

\textsuperscript{54} Campbell and Brosnan, above n 50, 374.
\textsuperscript{55} Australian Workplace Industrial Relations Survey 1995, with 35 per cent of fulltime employees satisfied with their influence over workplace decisions, compared with only 22 per cent of casual employees. See also Richard Hall, Bill Harley and Gillian Whitehouse, ‘Contingent Work and Gender in Australia: Evidence from the 1995 Australian Workplace Industrial Relations Survey’ (1998) 9(1) Economic and Labour Relations Review 55.
• regular notification requirements with Centrelink and penalty provisions
• minimal and uncertain superannuation payments
• no holiday, sick leave or carers leave entitlements
• lack of job security and the ability to forward plan
• lack of skill training and advancement opportunities
• issues of self-worth and significantly greater health and relationship issues.

Australia compares unfavourably with many other OECD countries in its balancing of work and family. Jaumotte noted in a comparative study that most other OECD countries have higher participation rates for women in paid work and far less in part-time positions.58 As of August 2004 the part-time participation rate of Australian women was 46 per cent compared to OECD countries being around 25 per cent.59 An inflexible labour market with unsatisfactory tax incentives and childcare support has shown a correspondingly low engagement of the female workforce in OECD countries.60 In 1999 Australia rated seventeenth out of twenty countries studied by Jaumotte when comparing family support mechanisms. Only Spain, New Zealand and Mexico were lower.61

A Unpredictable, Unsociable and Long Hours

Australians generally work among the highest number of hours in a given week in the

---

61 New Zealand has since introduced a system of parental law as; Parental Leave and Employment Protection Act 1987 (NZ): Either parent, including same sex couples, where they have been in paid employment for 10 or more hours with the same employer for a full year before the birth or adoption of their child are eligible for payment up to 13 weeks. Currently, this is NZ$357.30 per week (or NZ$18 579.60 per year) before tax or 100 per cent of their previous weekly earning whichever is lower. They can take the remainder of the 52 weeks on unpaid leave. While some steps toward this had occurred in Australia at the state level the new WorkChoices legislation grants a minimum entitlement to twelve months unpaid maternity leave, no doubt due to its obligations under the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.
Given that the legislation removes statements about maximum and minimum hours of work from awards, provides for an ordinary working week of 38 hours per week averaged over one year, allows for the removal of penalty and overtime rates from agreements, and allows employees to cash out up to half of their annual leave entitlement, it is fair to assume that one of the results of these changes will be to increase the number of hours that employees find themselves at work. Indeed, one of the stated objectives of the legislation is to improve productivity, and it might be assumed that increasing the number of hours that a worker is at work will achieve this. How will these affect women?

Pocock argues unsocial working hours which in 2000 were around 64 per cent of workers working overnight and on weekends, impacts on families:

Various international studies find that unsocial working time is associated with negative social, psychological and health effects for workers, and with emotional, developmental and cognitive problems in children.

Predictability of work hours is one of the things families need. Anyone who has had children knows the basic necessity for routine. Families are being placed second in the demand for their lifestyle to change to fit business cycle demands and business and government have not done sufficient to accommodate this imbalance. Campbell, Chalmers and Charlesworth note the number of hours worked is a shallow gauge and much more attention needs to be paid to schedules and flexibility of hours. They note night work still present’s risks to health through its effects on the circadian rhythms.

---

63 Pocock, above n 46; ABS, Australian Social Trends, Cat No 4102.0, 132 (2002).
64 Ibid 11.
**B Barriers to Individual Bargaining**

As indicated, at the heart of the changes in the *WorkChoices* legislation is the further encouragement to be given to individual workplace agreement making at the expense of collective bargaining. Individual agreement making has been encouraged since 1996, however the Federal Government has been concerned at the low take-up, and hence the 2006 changes are designed to make it easier to make individual agreements by reducing the steps involved in having such an agreement registered and by removing the need for an individual agreement to pass the no-disadvantage test.

There is evidence that this change is likely to impact on women to a greater extent than men. Research on wage changes during the 1997-2000 period (eg. just after the formal introduction of individual agreement making) has found a positive correlation between wage rises of six per cent or above during that time and gender, specifically maleness.\(^{66}\) Further, there was a much higher likelihood of wage rises for full-time employees than part-time or casual employees. As will be seen, women tend to be more highly represented in those categories of employment, so the change will also indirectly impact women. A Canadian study (supported by the work of Pocock and others)\(^{67}\) concluded that, controlling for other factors:

Collective bargaining coverage has significant positive impacts in terms of raising pay and access to benefits, and in terms of reducing the incidence of low pay among women workers.\(^{68}\)

Another issue is the extent to which workers feel comfortable bargaining their workplace rights with employers. It is argued that women are not as assertive in

---


\(^{67}\) Barbara Pocock, ‘The Impact of the Workplace Relations Amendment (Work Choices) Bill 2005’ (Paper prepared for Industrial Relations Victoria, November, 2005) found that ‘casual workers fare worse under AWAs than collective agreements, compared to more permanent workers with a gap of 15 per cent; See also David Peetz, ‘The Impact on Workers of Australian Workplace Agreements and the Abolition of the No Disadvantage Test’ (Department of Industrial Relations, Griffith University, Brisbane 2005).

standing up for their workplace rights compared with men\(^69\) (as a general proposition). There is some evidence to support this. A recent United States study found that women tended to shy away from competitive environments while men were keener to compete, despite there being no difference in their performance levels. Men were also more confident about their talent, with three quarters believing they were the best in a group, compared to about 40 per cent of women.\(^70\)

A study of overtime arrangements in Australia found that males doing overtime were paid about 45 per cent of the time; women doing overtime were paid about 26 per cent of time.\(^71\) While differences in occupations may explain some of the difference, it is possible that some of the difference may be attributable to the willingness of workers to insist on their legal entitlements.\(^72\)

The progressive reduction in importance of awards heralded by the new legislation should also be seen in the light that the award system is often credited with great advances in the working conditions of women in Australia in the past 50 years, including the right of equal pay for equal work.\(^73\) Individual agreements as opposed to collective agreements have been shown to put women at an 11 per cent disadvantage with individual agreements fixing wages for a longer time, up to five years.\(^74\)

Decisions of AIRC have through the test cases provided some of the greatest advancements in gaining equality for women and families. The independent


\(^71\) ABS, Working Arrangements Australia (August 1995); Campbell and Brosnan see above n 50.

\(^72\) NSW Premiers Department Office for Women, ‘Women and Employment’ (Fact Sheet 2, 2006) <www.women.nsw.gov.au/PDF/FS2Employment.pdf> at 20 March 2007 produced a survey of 5 000 younger workers (under 25) which revealed half of the workers could not tell the difference between casual and permanent work and a quarter have never received a pay slip. Ignorance was higher among young women employees than young men.


\(^74\) Peetz, above n 67, 1.
arbitration role of AIRC, which is removed by the *WorkChoices* legislation, provided a balance for the vulnerable with limited bargaining power against corporate employers and the Government who opposed most of the rulings in the test cases run before AIRC.\(^{75}\) The independence of the arbitrator is lost with the Government directly appointing members to the Fair Pay Commission.

**C Uncertainty in relation to childcare arrangements**

Almost one quarter of Australian families are sole parents and the predictions are of a continued growth in sole parents and dual income/carer families.\(^{76}\) Male and female participation in the paid workforce is becoming equalised and the rate of young mothers returning to work has also risen. This is placing heavy strains on childcare. The Government in its last budget recognised this by making provision for A$266 million in expenditure on childcare. However, the cost of childcare has risen 50 per cent since 2000 with access to the rebate of 30 per cent restricted.\(^{77}\) While government policy is trying to accommodate childcare needs the outcome seems haphazard and variable in its success rate. Further the policy does not address psychological and other health effects of long-term day care for children.\(^{78}\)

OECD countries are recognising the need to provide flexibility for workers with children. The *Employment Act 2002* (UK) gives parents with children under six the right to request flexibility in their work hours where they have 26 weeks or greater continuous work. Employers must consider these requests but can refuse on various

---

\(^{75}\) Important test cases before AIRC: Maternity leave (1979); Adoption Leave (1984); Parental leave (1990); Carers’ Leave (1994/95); Right to refuse unreasonable overtime (2001); Right to Request part-time employment after parental leave and to request variation in work hours (2005).

\(^{76}\) ABS, *Social Trends: Pathways from School to Work*, Cat No 4102.0 (2005).


grounds relating to the business needs. The Netherlands has even more stringent legislation in this regard.

D Uncertain income

Peetz has noted that in 2005 casual workers on AWAs received 15 per cent less income and women on AWAs received 11 per cent less income than those on registered collective agreements. It is important to note that the earnings of women over their lifetime shows much greater inequality due to time spent out of the workforce in unpaid carer roles. Breusch and Gray have calculated that women with average education levels forgo the following potential incomes: A$247 000 for the first child, an additional A$130 000 for a second child, and a further A$70 000 for a third child.

Not only do uncertain income levels lead to a general state of insecurity but life becomes a day-to-day affair with no ability to make future plans. The treadmill of a daily existence prevents women from improving their outcome. They cannot access loans to secure mortgages, or for education and self-improvement. The possibilities of leisure are reduced leading to a less than satisfactory existence. This reality has resulted in a trend towards ‘downshifting’ or ‘sea changes’ where the desire to lead a happier more fulfilling life outweighs monetary desires. Such people often opt out of being an employee in favour of self-employment or subsistence living.

E Regular notification requirements with Centrelink and penalty provisions

---

80 Working Time Adjustment Act 2000 (Netherlands); See also AIRC Family Provisions Test Case 2005.
Along with the extra demands these reporting requirements place on women’s time is the complexity caused by a constantly changing income and often, for the vulnerable low skilled worker lacking in education, considerable oversight can occur. Regular changes in income require regular reporting to Centrelink such interactions and demands can eventually deter employees from claiming any benefits.85

Further research is needed in Australia to determine the effect sanctions have on families. In the USA more stringent enforcement and harsher penalties have been found to be a destructive experience disproportionately affecting the most vulnerable families.86

F Minimal and uncertain superannuation payments

Superannuation Guarantee Scheme payments are not made on behalf of casuals who earn less than A$450 a month, are over the age of 65 years or under the age of 18 and work less than 30 hours a week. Women have a longer life span on average than men87 making savings in retirement more essential as it has to last longer and yet women tend to spend less time in the paid workforce due to child rearing and they earn less than men on average. Women therefore need to make extra contributions to their super, closer to twice that of men to have a modest retirement income. Rice Walker Actuaries argue young women have to have a 5.6 per cent contribution and women in their late 50s a 34.3 per cent contribution to maintain a basic lifestyle in retirement.88

There exists inherent uncertainty with casual employees in regard to superannuation. Often with casuals moving from job-to-job maintaining track of superannuation payments can be a problem. This is recognised by the Governments changes to the

86 Ibid.
87 ABS, Deaths Australia, Cat. No. 3302.0 (2004), with the median age at death for women 83 and men 78 years.
Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 (Cth) to introduce the Superannuation Holding Accounts Special Account (SHASA) for employers to deposit itinerant or casual workers superannuation contributions. If an employee does not access their account and it remains inactive for 10 consecutive financial years the account is transferred to the Consolidated Revenue. While an individual can claim this amount there is no obligation on the Australian Taxation Office to notify employees, the onus to keep track of these small sums of money is on the individual.

The High Court in Australian Communication Exchange v DDT [2003] HCA 55 considered the issue of casual superannuation under the Queensland Clerical Employees Award and determined that under that award superannuation contributions were due only in relation to those hours worked at the base rate of pay. This would have the effect of excluding hours worked where the casual was paid at a rate over the base rate.

Failure to support women in successfully saving for their retirement, when they live longer, will only place a greater burden on the State or leave older women in a destitute state of poverty. As can be seen from the following table women are saving far less than men.
AVERAGE SUPERANNUATION SAVINGS IN FOUR MAJOR FUNDS - JULY, 2004

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FUND</th>
<th>FEMALE MEMBERS</th>
<th>MALE MEMBERS</th>
<th>FEMALE AVGE A/C</th>
<th>MALE AVGE A/C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REST</td>
<td>1,378,168 members</td>
<td>868,245 members</td>
<td>509,923 members</td>
<td>A$3 873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STA</td>
<td>396,702 members</td>
<td>98,786 members</td>
<td>297,916 members</td>
<td>A$7 727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>581,715 members</td>
<td>274,193 members</td>
<td>307,522 members</td>
<td>A$7 738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNISUPER</td>
<td>140,933 accumul. members</td>
<td>79,267 members</td>
<td>61,666 members</td>
<td>ICP = A$55 449.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>APP = A$13 874.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


G No holiday, sick leave or carers’ leave entitlements

Without leave entitlements casual workers have no option but to attend work when ill, or leave ill children or dependent adults in unsatisfactory circumstances. The choice, if it can be considered one, is to go without income. Added difficulties prevail where a woman is a single parent as most responsible childcare centres exclude sick children. This leaves mothers having to find often unsatisfactory informal care at short notice.89 Further research needs to be made on the numbers and age of children being left to care for themselves.

Britain has recognised the need for paid parental leave with the introduction of legislation to allow for 26 weeks paid leave.90 New Zealand has recently increased all

90 See above n 23; See also n 80.
workers including casuals paid holiday leave entitlements to three weeks with a further increase to four weeks in 2007.\textsuperscript{91} And now the AIRC decision in the Family Provisions Test Case on 8 August 2005 gives an employee who is entitled to parental leave (NB not all parents) a 'right to request' their employer to

- simultaneous unpaid parental leave (eg. where both parents are on leave) up to a maximum of eight weeks
- extend unpaid parental leave from 52 weeks to a maximum of 104 weeks, and
- permit a return from parental leave on a part-time basis until the child reaches school age to assist the employee in reconciling work and family responsibilities (NB school-age has been left undefined to accommodate the different ages for commencing school in the different States).

Employers are obliged to consider the request having regard to the employee’s circumstances and, provided the request is genuinely based on the employee’s parental responsibilities, may only refuse the request on reasonable grounds related to the effect on the workplace or the employer’s business. Grounds such as cost, loss of efficiency, lack of adequate replacement staff and the impact on customer service may be taken into account. Such decisions of the AIRC will be missed under the reformed position.

**H Lack of job security and the ability to forward plan**

Casual employment presents a combination of circumstances that prevents women from planning their lives and improving their circumstances and that of their children, particularly for single parents. Casuals feel trapped waiting to be called up for work and so don’t feel they have flexibility to plan for family events. In Pocock et al’s study 32 per cent of casuals saw all flexibility belonging to the employer at their expense.\textsuperscript{92} Women in violent relationships having uncertain job security are more likely to stay even if the relationship is causing them harm. Financial institutions are

\textsuperscript{91} See above n 23; See also n 61.
\textsuperscript{92} Pocock, Prosser and Bridge, above n 53, 46.
trying to find creative ways to maintain lending. However, if women have no property ownership they are unlikely to be able to enter the property market while they are in casual employment.

1 Lack of skill training and advancement opportunities

Many women are entering tertiary level education. However this has implications for childcare when one considers most degrees take three years for completion and single parents put on Newstart when their youngest child reaches six years of age will have to be looking at retraining up to three years earlier when their child is three years old. Campbell et al note that ‘[c]ontinued access to training is vital in a fast-changing economy… [w]here training is not provided … the cost both to the worker and to the broader economy can be large’.

Casuals miss out on training and skill development leading to career progression, promotional opportunities and therefore access to greater income. More students on casual contracts are finding they are expected to work at short notice with the threat of dismissal if they don’t. This can have an immense impact on their attendance at classes and exams. Further research on the impacts this has on tertiary level study is needed.

J Issues of self-worth, significantly greater health issues and relationships arise

According to the 1995 AWIRS survey, stress-related illnesses for women increase as they work more hours. No similar effect appears for men working longer hours. It is thus a reasonable conclusion, based on the 1995 data that one of the effects of the legislative changes will be to increase stress-related illness in women. An ACTU survey conducted in 1999 found at that stage that 41 per cent of respondents reported

93 See above n 12.
94 Campbell, Chalmers and Charlesworth above n 65, 17.
being dissatisfied with the balance between work and family. That percentage is unlikely to drop as a result of the 2005 and 2006 changes.

Ms Sheridan Dudley, Chief Executive Officer, Job Futures Ltd in her submission to the Standing Committee on Family and Human Services 2006 indicated a need to recognise different work patterns and move away from the category of ‘casual’ in order to recognise ‘periodic employment with one employer’. Such a change would give the employee greater self esteem rather than being seen only as a casual with little entitlements. Wilkinson has reviewed the effects of inequality at an international level and finds a direct correlation between greater inequality in income levels and levels of violence, community disintegration and poorer health outcomes.

The demands on relationships can be considered twofold. Firstly, women may be forced to remain in violent relationships to save having to face the uncertainties of the new employment climate. An employment climate in which as a casual you may receive a moments notice that your job is terminated places women in further vulnerable positions vis-à-vis their employers and their demands if the women does not want to loose her job. The only remaining protection in this regard is the Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth). However, one has to have the will and desire to bring a case to obtain the protection. Secondly, it is well documented that casual employment, often involving unsocial hours, is destructive to families, relationships and to children’s development.

Families in their many forms are still the building blocks of our community; they are the glue that holds societies together. The type of working life that the WorkChoices neoclassical economic model imposes can only lead to the demise of the society. The idea of free market forces is based on costing theories and not practical realities.

98 Commonwealth, Family and Human Services, Balancing work and Family: 2006 House of Representatives Standing Committee (Friday 3 February 2006) 57.
Realities, such as single mothers forced back into the workforce, with the *Welfare to Work* changes, with little or no skills, expected to negotiate with a corporation a fair and balanced contract in a minefield of complex legislation that many lawyers are finding hard to navigate.\(^{101}\)

**V Conclusion**

The Howard Government has transformed the industrial relations landscape overnight. This change together with harsher welfare reforms demonstrates a clear ideological preference for free market forces and a move away from collective bargaining, unionism and the cherished rights of workers. The Australian community is yet to see the impact these radical changes will work on our culture and way of life. The USA style preference for employer flexibility is argued to lead to greater productivity. However in a globalised competitive world the challenge to make profits may well mean, despite the attempts of well intentioned employers to maintain reasonable working conditions for employees, employers will be compelled towards a race to the bottom to maintain profit margins. Instead of improving the conditions of workers around the world by leading the way in raising employment conditions we are running the risk of reducing our labour conditions to those of our third world competitors.

With increasing numbers of employees going into casual employment, with little work protection and security for their rights but much flexibility for the employers we see the scales tipped too far to the side of employers in the employment relationship with long term repercussions for families and communities.

---

\(^{101}\) Ron McCallum, ‘A Unique Attack on Workers’ Rights’ Speech delivered at the National Press Club, Canberra, 16 November 2005) said he had ‘never seen such complex legislation’.